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Microsoft student with Encarta premium 2009 is a digital multimedia encyclopedia published by Microsoft Corporation from
1993 to 2009. Originally sold on CD-ROM or by subscription, the program was an Online subscription only. Encarta Kids 2009
is a free digital multimedia encyclopedia or encyclopedia that can be installed on a computer. Microsoft Student with Encarta

premium 2009 is an encyclopedia of multimedia, intended specifically for younger users. and a download link for the
"Microsoft Student with Encarta premium 2009" program. Microsoft Encarta was the predecessor to Encarta Junior, which is

currently in. It is a digital encyclopedia of over 40 million entries including articles, biographies, business articles, images,
quizzes, audio, video, games, news articles, animated characters, maps, thesaurus, a character finder. . Microsoft Encarta was
created by Microsoft and distributed as freeware for Windows computers. Microsoft released the first Encarta in 1994 as an
electronic encyclopedia, the "Microsoft Encarta World Wide Encyclopedia".[1] It was designed for use by children from the

ages of six to 12. It allowed the user to search, browse, read articles, and write their own. The program also provided music and
videos in a variety of formats.[2] In 2000, Microsoft released Encarta Classic for offline use. The following year, Encarta

provided support for digital images and videos, accompanied by a "Kids Only" section. In 2003, Encarta added multimedia to a
larger number of topics. In addition to online access, Microsoft sold Encarta as a CD-ROM encyclopedia, containing more than

40 million full-text entries. In 1993, the Encarta CD-ROM edition, titled Encarta Junior was released. It was intended for
children age six through twelve. This version was more simplistic in the interface and articles, and included interactive activities
such as games, quizzes and contests. It was bundled with another Microsoft product, The Teen Channel.[3] In 1995, the Encarta
Deluxe CD-ROM edition was released. It was targeted at "cultural and professional users". It included tools such as a document
viewer and Microsoft Word, and contained "fascinating" articles which could be used as a reference for new information. The
last Encarta CD was released in 1999. In 2003, the Encarta CD-ROM was replaced by a subscription-based online only version
called Encarta Premium, which later became known as Microsoft Encarta Kids.[4] This was accompanied by Microsoft Encarta

Junior. At the
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Microsoft Excel 2010 (English and Arabic), Microsoft iWork, Microsoft PowerPoint 2010, Microsoft Project Professional
2010, Microsoft Windows 7 and Microsoft Windows 8 are the most recent versions of the MS Office suite that have been
released by Microsoft. Microsoft Office 2010 is the name for the Office 2010 edition that was released in late 2009 and later in
2010. The release of the Microsoft Office 2010 suite of applications were accompanied by updates to their predecessor
versions, which are referred to as the Office 2007 (or Office 2009) suite. Microsoft Office is the brand name of a line of office
applications and services developed by Microsoft. These include the Microsoft Office server (MSO Server) and Microsoft
Office Access, as well as the core Office applications. The Office client applications are available for Microsoft Windows.
They include the productivity applications Excel, Word, PowerPoint and OneNote, plus the presentation application PowerPoint
and the project management software Project Professional. The earlier versions include the small business oriented Office 2000
suite, which initially included Office 95 (the application component of Office, rather than the entire Office suite), as well as
both Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Access. The suite also included Microsoft Works, Microsoft Life and Microsoft Planner.
Office 2000 was renamed Office XP. Microsoft Office is owned and published by Microsoft. Its core applications can be
downloaded from the Microsoft Office website. Office 2010 which comprises the productivity suite of the applications, is no
longer available for download from the Office website. The suite has been migrated to the Office 365 cloud-based subscription
services. In addition to the Standard edition which includes Office 2010, there are additional versions of Office 2010 available.
There is also a new Office 365 subscription service which includes additional applications such as OneNote, Outlook.com for
email, Skype for video calls, and other cloud based services. Microsoft Office is a trademark of the Microsoft Corporation in
the United States and other countries.Q: AVL Tree program not sorting properly I have written a program to sort a linked list
recursively using AVL Tree. Below is my code: #include #include #include struct node { int data; node *left, *right; node(int d)
: data(d), left(NULL), right(NULL) { } }; void insert(node *a, node *&head, int val) { f678ea9f9e
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